K-12 Islamic Propaganda


- Islam in America’s Classrooms: History or Propaganda? 2009


- Texas teaching ‘Allah is the Almighty God’ 2013

- From Medieval historian Raymond Ibrahim The Historical Reality of the Muslim Conquests: “Because it is now almost axiomatic for American school textbooks to whitewash all things Islamic (see here for example), it may be useful to examine one of those aspects that are regularly distorted: the Muslim conquests.

Few events of history are so well documented and attested to as are these conquests, which commenced soon after the death of the Muslim prophet Muhammad (632) and tapered off circa 750. Large swathes of the Old World—from the India in the east, to Spain in the west—were conquered and consolidated by the sword of Islam during this time.

By the standards of history, the reality of these conquests is unassailable, for history proper concerns itself with primary sources; and the Islamic conquests are thoroughly documented. More importantly, the overwhelming majority of primary source materials we rely on do not come from non-Muslims, who might be accused of bias. Rather, the foremost historians bequeathing to posterity thousands of pages of source materials documenting the Islamic conquests were not only Muslims themselves; they were—and still are—regarded by today's Muslims as pious and trustworthy scholars (generically, the ulema).“

- A Turkish ‘Trojan Horse’ for Virginia’s Loudoun County schools? (12/12)

- Public School Choir Boy Who Refused To Sing Song Praying To Allah Receives Death Threats, Drops Out Of School 2012

- Parents fight over Hamas-linked CAIR indoctrination in Florida public school

- Stealth Islamic Propaganda Shown to Six Million American Students - May 16 and 17, 2012, Channel One Network, a national distributor of educational videos and newscasts viewed daily by over 8,000 middle and high schools, aired a two-part video series, titled "Young and Muslim in America" and "Islam in America."
• Here is the Aga Khan/Rick Perry curriculum in Texas: Scrubbed from the web, cache scrubbed from Google Search 2011

• Texas: State investigation launched after non-Muslim public school students dress in burqas 2013

• NY state high school exam slams Christianity, praises Islam

• Georgia: Public school assignment for seventh graders promotes Islam, polygamy

• Hamas-linked CAIR in your kid’s classroom

• Is a "BLOODLESS REVOLUTION" taking place in America's Public Schools?

• Investigations of textbooks widely used in the New York city area Islamic schools, as well as the Islamic Saudi Academy of Fairfax Virginia which discovered the inculcation of Sharia supremacism, including sacralized disparagement and hatred of non-Muslims, especially Jews. When questioned for the March, 30 2003 NY Daily News story on New York area Islamic school textbooks, Yahiya Emerick, head of a Queens-based nonprofit curriculum development project for the Islamic Foundation of North America, defended the language in these books, denying they were inflammatory. Emerick opined:

Islam, like any belief system, believes its program is better than others. I don’t feel embarrassed to say that…[The books] are directed to kids in a Muslim educational environment. They must learn and appreciate there are differences between what they have and what other religions teach. It’s telling kids that we have our own tradition. (2003)

• Mosqueing the public school 2012 - A girls only public school prom.

• How Political Correctness About Islam Is Transforming British Education 2012